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Categories are important for many cognitive activities,
such as classification, inference, problem solving, expla-
nation, and comprehension. However, most of the work
doneon category learninghas focusedon classification,how
one learns to assign instances to categories. Many of the
arguments about category representation, such as proto-
type versus exemplar theories, have considered almost ex-
clusively classification learning (e.g., Medin & Schaffer,
1978; Nosofsky, 1988; see Ross & Makin, 1999, for a re-
view).

Category learning is not simply classification learning.
Not only do people use their categories for a variety of
functionsbesidesclassification,but theyalso learn categories
in a variety of ways. For example,when learningnew math-
ematical concepts,we learn to identify the type of problem,
and we learn to apply information about the concept (e.g.,
the formula) to those problems. For a second example, in
some situations (called unsupervised learning), learners
do not receive any informationabout the classifications,or
even that there are categories, but they induce the cate-
gories by learning about the items (e.g., Billman & Heit,
1988; Fried & Holyoak, 1984 ).

The different functions of categories and the different
ways in which categories might be learned are important

because how one learns about a category is likely to have a
large influence on how the category is represented (see
Solomon, Medin, & Lynch, 1999, for a review). When one
learns to both classify and make use of category knowledge
(for inference or problem solving), the category represen-
tation is a joint function of the diagnosticity for classifi-
cation and the importance for the category use (e.g., Ross,
1997). This influence of learning to use categories on the
category representation occurs even if the classification is
learned prior to any introduction of the use (Ross, 1999,
2000). In addition, this influence is very long lived if peo-
ple continue the use of the categories:Domain experts have
representations that reflect both the classification and the
specific uses that they make of the items in the domain
(e.g., Boster & Johnson, 1989; Medin, Lynch, Coley, &
Atran, 1997).

There are many ways one could characterize the differ-
ences in the learning of categories, but here we focus on
what appears to be a major difference between classifica-
tion and the many otherways of learning—whether the task
focuses the learner on the differences between categories
(as classification does) or on each category separately (as
many nonclassification uses of categories, such as feature
inference, do). That is, the goal of classification is to be able
to distinguish which category an item belongs to, and so,
the learner tries to learn what is critical for this classifica-
tion. However, in many other tasks, the learner is concerned
not so much with how the categories differ from each
other, but the characteristics of each category. For exam-
ple, one may learn to apply a formula for a type of math
problem without having to contrast this application with
that of another type of math problem. Although nonclas-
sification uses of categories may sometimes incorporate
some information about the contrast among categories,
there is a very strong focus: Even when the classification
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Categories are learned in many ways besides by classification, for example, by making inferences
about classified items. One hypothesis is that classifications lead to the learning of features that dis-
tinguish categories, whereas inferences promote the learning of the internal structure of categories,
such as the typical features. Experiment 1 included single-feature and full-feature classification tests
following either classification or inference learning. Consistent with predictions, inference learners
did better on the single tests but worse on the full tests. Experiment 2 further showed that inference
learners, unlike classification learners, were no better at classifying items that they had seen at study
compared with equally typical items they had not seen at study. Experiment 3 showed that features
queried about during inference learning were classified better than ones not queried about, although
even the latter features showed some learning on single-feature tests. The discussion focuses on how
different types of category learning lead to different category representations.
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is uncertain, people often make inferences only on the
basis of the most likely category (e.g., Murphy & Ross,
1994).

Although we know much about classification learning
and its effects on category representations, we know very
little about how other types of category learning might in-
fluence category representations.The goal of this paper is
to examine a particular, and common, type of category
learning—inference learning—and to investigate how it
affects category representation. In many real-world situa-
tions, an item may be classified for us (by a parent, teacher,
or the environment), and our task is to infer some unob-
served feature value. For example, children might learn
about dogs by having dogs classified for them and then by
inferring additional features (e.g., propensity to lick). The
hypothesis is that inference learning focuses the learner
on understanding the internal structure of each category,
rather than on what distinguishes the category from oth-
ers. With the type of category structure to be used in this
experiment—a family resemblance structure—this means
that inference learners will tend to learn the prototype in-
formation (i.e., the most common occurring feature value
on each dimension). The experiments provided some di-
rect tests of this hypothesis and then extended what we
know about inference learning. We considered whether
exemplar information is learned (and used) and also the
differences between features that are inferred compared
with those that are not inferred. Throughout the experi-
ments, we included a group who learned by classification
so that we would have a base from which to understand
some of the inference-learning effects.

Although there is evidence that people focus on a sin-
gle category for inference, there is not much evidence
about what people learn from making these inferences.
Two lines of research have provided some indication that
inference learning might promote learning about the in-
ternal structure of each category. First, some work has
shown that when inferences are required, people learn that
there are different types of items and thus understand the

internal structureof the categories. For example, when sub-
jects are asked to sort a set of items, the most common re-
sponse is to sort by the values along a single dimension
(e.g., Medin,Wattenmaker,& Hampson, 1987), even if the
items could instead be sorted by their family resemblance
structure (Rosch & Mervis, 1975). However, if subjects
first make inferences about the values for various features
of items, they are more likely to sort the items by a family
resemblance structure (Lassaline & Murphy, 1996).

Second, and most closely related to the present work,
Yamauchi and Markman (1998) chose to compare infer-
ence with classification learningboth because these are two
important functions of categories and because these func-
tions are identical if the category label is considered to be
another feature of an item (as was suggested by Anderson,
1991, though see Yamauchi & Markman, 2000, for coun-
terevidence).The similarityof the two functions is most eas-
ily explainedby referring to the category structure and the
learning tasks used by Yamauchi and Markman (1998),
which are shown in Table 1. Every item consisted of val-
ues for four features (e.g., the feature shape might have the
value circle or triangle) and a category label (A or B). The
items in each category had a family resemblance structure
(Rosch & Mervis, 1975), matching the prototype values
for that category (values of 1 for Category A and 0 for Cat-
egory B) on three of the four features. The items could be
referred to by specifying the category label and the value
for the four features, such as A1110 for the first item in
CategoryA, a1. For classification learning, the four feature
values were presented without a label (which is indicated
by a question mark for the missing label, as in ?1110), and
the subject had to decide what category the item was in. For
inference learning, the category label and three of the fea-
tures were presented (e.g., A?110), and the subjecthad to re-
spond with the correct value for the missing feature. Thus,
in both tasks, the subjects were given an instance with one
attribute missing (either a category label or a feature) and
had to predict the value of the missing attribute.

The main difference between the classification and in-
ference tasks is that in classification, the goal is to learn
the category label, whereas in inference, the goal is to
learn the value of the feature for the item in that category.
Although this seems like a minor difference, as mentioned
earlier, the two learning tasks might lead to differences in
category representations. Classification learning leads
learners to focus on the distinguishing characteristics of
the two categories, so that they can later classify an item
as belonging to either Category A or Category B. Given
the family resemblance structure in Table 1, no single fea-
ture value will lead to correct answers more than 75% of
the time, so the subjects might learn disjunctions (e.g., at
least two of three values), particular exemplars, or rules
plus exceptions (e.g., Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley,
1994). Inference learning, however, explicitlyprovides the
appropriate category so that learners can focus on the in-
ternal structure of items in a category. Previous research
has suggested that category-based inferences lead people

Table 1
Category Structure Used in Yamauchi and Markman (1998)

and in the Present Experiments 1 and 3

Features

1 2 3 4

Category A Exemplars
a1 1 1 1 0
a2 1 1 0 1
a3 1 0 1 1
a4 0 1 1 1
(prototype) a0 1 1 1 1

Category B Exemplars
b1 0 0 0 1
b2 0 0 1 0
b3 0 1 0 0
b4 1 0 0 0
(prototype) b0 0 0 0 0
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to focus only on the target category (Murphy & Ross, 1994;
Ross & Murphy, 1996). Thus, inference learning might
lead learners to notice and represent commonalitiesamong
members in the category. If the inference-learning task fo-
cuses learners on the category indicated by the label, it
will lead them to identify the most likely feature values
for that category without their focusing on the diagnostic-
ity of the features for classification. Given the family re-
semblance structure in Table 1, this amounts to learning the
prototypicalvalue for each feature. Thus, the category rep-
resentation that results from classification learning might
be quite different from that which results from inference
learning.

Yamauchi and Markman (1998) tested this idea in two
experiments. In Experiment 1, they found that subjects
who received classification learningperformed better than
did inference learners on a classification test, but that in-
ference subjects were more likely than classification
learners to choose the prototypical value for the missing
feature in an inference test. In Experiment 2, they provided
a clever test of the hypothesis by varying the order in
which subjects learned classification and inference. They
reasoned that if inference learning led to learning the pro-
totypical values, the representation would be sufficient for
classification as well, so that inference-then-classification
learning should lead to a reduction in the blocks needed to
learn the classification.However, if classification leads to
a disjunctiverepresentation,such as exemplars, it would not
be very helpful for inferences, so that the classification-
then-inference learners will not show facilitation for in-
ference learning. This prediction was supported.

Yamauchi and Markman (2000) further supported there
being a difference between inference and classification.
In particular, providing a category label led subjects to
make inferences based on the common feature values for
the category, whereas when a category label was absent,
the responses were greatly influenced by the values of
similar items, consistent with the findings of many classi-
fication studies. These results strongly suggest that the
category label is not treated as just another feature, so that
inference and classification might be quite different (since
in one, the label can be used to help infer a feature, and in
the other, the features are used to infer the label). Other ev-
idence also indicates that inference learning might focus
more on the structure of each category. For example, Chin-
Parker and Ross (in press) found that inference learning
was more likely to lead to the learning of a particular re-
lational structure, within-category correlations, than was
classification learning.

We learn categories in a variety of ways. The idea that
different ways of learning categories might lead to differ-
ent category representations suggests that it is important
to examine the common ways that categoriesare learned for
a more complete understanding. Although many studies
have been conducted on classification learning, we know
little about how categories are learned from the making of
inferences.

The Present Experiments
The goal of the present study was to examine the rep-

resentation that is formed during inference learning.First,
we directly tested the hypothesis that inference learning
leads to the learning of the prototype values. The results
of Yamauchi and Markman (1998) are interesting, but in-
direct. Their Experiment 1 results, as they acknowledge,
could have been due to a type of transfer-appropriate pro-
cessing at test, with classification learning leading to bet-
ter classification test performance and inference learning
leading to better inference test performance.The additional
finding that inference learners are more likely to supply
the prototypicalvalue during an inference test also is open
to a transfer-appropriate processing explanation. The
order manipulation of Experiment 2 cannot be explained
in this way, but again it is indirect. We directly tested this
hypothesis by asking subjects to classify each feature
value in a single-feature classification test (in contrast
with the full-feature classification test, in which all the
features of an item are specified). If inference learning
does lead to the subjects’ learning the prototypicalvalue for
each feature, then inference-learning subjects should be
very good at knowing which category is most likely, given
each feature value. If so, these learners should be able to
classify single features better than classification-learning
subjects should. Thus, we predict higher performance on
a classification test by the inference learners, a result that
cannot be interpreted in terms of the transfer-appropriate
processing explanation.

Second, in Experiment 2, we sought to replicate this re-
sult and to provide further information about the represen-
tation developed during inference learning. More specifi-
cally, the issue was whether inference learning relies on
exemplars (or some other disjunctive multifeature repre-
sentations),as classification learningoften does.To address
this issue, we presented test items of equal similarity to the
prototype, which had either been presented at study (old)
or had not (new). If studied exemplars are used to classify
these items at test for classification learners but not for in-
ference learners, we predict an old–new difference at test
for classification learners but not for inference learners.

Third, in Experiment 3, we focused on how the repre-
sentation is affected by different aspects of inference learn-
ing. In classification learning, the features are all presented
and the learner must decidewhich category the item belongs
to. In inference learning, however, most of the features are
presented (along with the category label), but one feature
is missing, whose value must be inferred. In earlier stud-
ies, these two roles havebeen confounded(with all features
being provided on some trials and inferred on others). In
Experiment 3, we separated these two roles in order to bet-
ter understand what is learned during inference learning.

EXPERIMENT 1

In Experiment 1, we tested the hypothesis about differ-
ences in the category representationsof classification and
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inference learners by examiningperformance on two types
of classification tests: a full-feature test, in which all four
feature values were provided, and a single-feature test, in
which only one feature value was provided. We expected
classification learners to do better on the full-feature test
(which had exactly the same items that had been studied
during learning). The new prediction is based on what will
happen on the single-feature classification tests, when a
single feature value is presented and the subjects are asked
to classify the item on the basis of this one feature. The
reasoning is that if inference learners are learning the pro-
totypical values for each category, they should do better
than classification learners on the single-feature classifi-
cation test. Thus, although this is a type of classification
test, we predict higher performance for the inference
learners, leading to an interactionbetween study condition
(inference vs. classification) and classification test type
(full feature vs. single feature).

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 30 undergraduates at the University

of Illinois who participated for course credit or pay.
Materials. The categories were fictional employees of a com-

pany who had been assigned to work on Project X or Project Y. Each
employee was described by a value along four features: education
(engineering degree, physics degree), business experience (market-
ing, advertising), secondary skill (speaking, writing), and dominant
personality trait (organized, analytic). The first value in each pair
was assigned to be the typical one for Project X (1 in Table 1), and
the second value was typical for Project Y (0 in Table 1). There were
10 employees, 5 for each project, as is indicated in Table 1, but the
prototypes for each category (1111 and 0000) were not shown dur-
ing study.

Each item was typed onto a 3 3 5 in. (7.6 3 12.7 cm) card. The
classification learning cards consisted of four feature values. The
inference learning cards were the same, except that one typical value
(i.e., 1 for Project X and 0 for Project Y) was replaced with dashed
lines.

The tests included both single-feature and full-feature items. For
the eight single feature tests, each of the two feature values for each
of the four features was typed on a separate card. For the full-feature
test, the classification study cards were duplicated, plus two cards
were constructed with the prototypes.

Procedure. The subjects were randomly assigned to a learning
condition: classification or inference. In the classification condition,
the subjects viewed two sheets of paper that listed the two projects
(Project X and Project Y). They were shown a card representing an
employee and had to respond with the project to which that employee

had been assigned. In the inference condition, the subjects viewed the
same two sheets, and the experimenter placed the inference card on
the correct category sheet. The subjects had to predict the value of
the missing feature, the choices of which were shown on another
sheet. For example, if an employee from Project X was missing the
feature value for education, the index card would be placed on the
Project X sheet, and a sheet displaying the two education choices
(engineering and physics) would be shown. Feedback was given
after each response, and then the next item was presented. Learning
continued until the subjects were correct for all 8 employees in a
block, up to a maximum of 18 blocks (with a three-block minimum).

After learning, the subjects classified the 8 single-feature test
items and then the 10 full-feature test items. For the single-feature
test, they were asked to decide which project would be most likely
if this was all they knew about the employee. Following each re-
sponse, the subjects gave a confidence rating from 1 (guess) to 7
(certain). No feedback was provided during the test phase.

Design. The main manipulation of learning condition, classifica-
tion versus inference, was between subjects. The order of cards for
each study block and test was random.

Results and Discussion
The test data, presented in Table 2, consist of proportions

of correct classification tests and mean confidence scores
(the confidencewas multipliedby 21 for incorrectanswers).
We had three predictions. First, classification learners
would perform more accurately in the full-feature classi-
fication test, which was exactly the same as their study tri-
als. Second, and the main new result, inference learners
would perform more accurately in the single-feature clas-
sification test.1 Third, and a result of the other two predic-
tions, was that there would be an interaction between
learning condition (classification vs. inference) and clas-
sification test (single feature vs. full feature).

The full-feature test, excluding the prototypes as in Ya-
mauchi and Markman (1998), showed an advantage for
the classification condition, though it just missed standard
statisticalsignificancefor bothaccuracy [.84 vs. .72; t(28) =
2.02, p < .06] and confidence [3.68 vs. 2.85; t(28) = 1.97,
p < .06]. (There was one classification-learningsubjectwho
performed at chance level on the full-feature test and had
a mean confidence score 1.75 below the next lowest sub-
ject, greatly increasing the variance.) Performance on the
prototypes was high (.93) for both conditions.

The new result was from the single-feature classifica-
tion test, in which the classification-learning subjects per-
formed significantly below the inference-learning sub-
jects. The corresponding accuracy proportions were .62
versus .84 [t(28) = 3.12, p < .01], and the confidence
scores were 1.31 versus 3.19 [t(28) = 2.56, p < .05].

As might be expected given these results, there was a
significant interaction between learning condition (infer-
ence vs. classification)and type of classificationtest (single
feature vs. full feature). We computed the interaction as
the difference score within each subject and found a strong
interaction for both accuracy [t(28) = 5.83, p < .01] and
confidence [t(28) = 4.82, p < .01].

These results suggest that the subjects in the inference-
learning condition were learning the prototypical feature
value for each of the features. Thus, althoughthey had not

Table 2
Experiment 1 Results: Accuracy Proportion and Mean

Confidence Scores

Classification Learning Inference Learning
Condition Condition

Single-Feature Test
Accuracy .62 .84
Confidence 1.31 3.19

Full-Feature Test (excluding prototypes)
Accuracy .84 .72
Confidence 3.68 2.85
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learned to classify the full-feature items as well as the sub-
jects trained on classification,they learned betterwhat cat-
egory was most likely for each feature value. Since most
theories would relate classification of the items to classi-
fication knowledge of the feature values (of exemplars or
of categories), this reversal of the two dependentmeasures
is quitesurprising.In addition,this result suggests that a sim-
ple transfer-appropriate processing explanation will not
be sufficient for accounting for inference-classification
differences.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 had two goals—to replicate, with some
modifications, and to extend the results of Experiment 1.
First, there was a replication of the finding that inference
learners do better on the single-feature classification test.
This result had not been shown before, but is important
for distinguishing classification and inference learning
and for a better understanding of what is learned from
making inferences. The experiment was similar to Exper-
iment 1, except that the stimuli consisted of five features
instead of four. Second, and of principal importance, we
wanted to examine thehypothesizeddifferencesbetween the
two learning groups in a novel way. In particular, the use
of five-feature stimuli allowed us to vary whether the test
item was one that had been seen at study (old) or not
(new). As has often been found, if the classification learn-
ers are learning exemplars (or anything else that requires
considering multiple features together), we predicted that
they would show an advantage for the old items (i.e., ones
they had seen at study). The new question was whether
this old-item advantage would also be found for the infer-
ence learners. If the inference learners are learning the
prototypical values for each category but not learning the
exemplars, no such advantage for old study items would
be predicted.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 38 undergraduates from the same

pool as in Experiment 1, with 20 subjects assigned to the classifica-
tion group and 18 to the inference group. Three additional subjects
were excluded from the inference group for failing to reach the
learning criterion within 16 blocks.

Materials. The materials were similar to those in Experiment 1,
except that an additional feature was added (availability: available

evenings, available weekends). For five-feature binary stimuli there
were five items that had four out five prototypical values for a cate-
gory. Three of these items and the prototype were presented for each
category during study. The other two items for each category were
reserved and were used only at test.

The eight study items (four per category) were presented in each
study block. For the classification learners, the same exact items
were presented in each block. For the inference learners, one proto-
typical value was omitted and was replaced with dashed lines. The
particular feature omitted for each item was counterbalanced across
study blocks, so that in four study blocks all five features were omit-
ted four times for each category.

The tests were the same as those in Experiment 1, except that the
full-feature test included both the eight study items and the four
items that had not been shown at study (and had been reserved for
test). Note that all the full-feature tests comprised good exemplars
of the category, with four or five of the five prototypical values.

Procedure and Design. The procedure was the same as that in
Experiment 1, except that learning continued for a minimum of four
blocks instead of three, and the subjects not meeting the learning cri-
terion were excluded. The only change to the design was the addi-
tion of the new items during the full-feature test.

Results and Discussion
There were two main questionsof interest. First, did the

findings replicate those of Experiment 1? Second, was
there an old–new difference for the full-feature test in the
classification conditionbut not in the inference condition?

The results of Experiment 1 were all replicated, as can
be seen in Table 3. The classification learners performed
significantlybetter than the inference learners on the full-
feature test, with proportions correct of .88 versus .76, re-
spectively [t(36) = 2.79, p < .05] and confidence scores of
4.37versus 3.00 [t(36) = 2.75,p < .05]. On the single-feature
classification test, the inference learners performed much
better than the classification learners, with proportions
correct of .92 versus .70 [t(36) = 6.32, p < .001] and con-
fidence scores of 4.55 versus 2.66 [t(36) = 4.35, p < .001].
Finally, there was a significant interaction between learn-
ing condition (classification vs. inference) and classifica-
tion test (single feature vs. full feature) for both accuracy
[t(36) = 7.27, p < .001] and confidence [t(36) = 6.41, p <
.001].

The answer to the second question, concerning the
old–new differences in the two learningconditions,followed
the predictions, though the differences were not large, as
can be seen Table 4. (Remember that even the new items
were very good category members that shared four out of
five features with the prototypeand three features with all
other category members, while sharing only zero to two
features with members of the other category.) One-tailed
tests were used to assess the old–new difference, because
the question was whether items shown at study would be
better classified during test than those not shown at study.
The prototypes (which had been shown at study) were ex-
cluded so that the typicality of the old and new items was
the same. Replicating earlier findings, the classification
learners were more accurate at classifying full-feature test
items seen at study, .88, than ones not seen at study .81
[t(19) = 1.85,p < .05, one-tailed],with correspondingcon-

Table 3
Experiment 2 Results: Accuracy Proportion and Mean

Confidence Scores

Classification Learning Inference Learning Condition:
Condition All Features

Single-Feature Test
Accuracy .70 .92
Confidence 2.66 4.55

Full-Feature Test (includes prototype)
Accuracy .88 .76
Confidence 4.37 3.00
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fidence scores of 4.29 versus 3.50 [t(19) = 1.73, p < .05,
one-tailed]. The new question addressed by this experi-
ment was whether the inference learners would also show
an advantage for old items. The inference learners showed
only a tiny nonsignificant advantage for the old items, .73
versus .72, with confidence scores of 2.69 versus 2.36
[both ts(17) < 1].2

Thus, there were two main results of Experiment 2. First,
the interactionbetween learning and classificationtest type
was replicated: The inference learners performed more
accurately than did the classification learners on the
single-feature tests, but less accurately on the full-feature
tests. Second, unlike the classification learners, the infer-
ence learners showed no advantage on the full-feature
classification test for the specific items shown at study.
Both of these results were predictedby the idea that the in-
ference learners would learn the prototypical values for
the category and that the classification learners would learn
some category exemplars or other disjunctive knowledge
in order to allow them to assign items to the categories.

EXPERIMENT 3

The goal of Experiment 3 was to extend our under-
standingof inference learning. Inference learninghas been
hypothesized to lead to learning of the internal structure
of the category. In Experiments 1 and 2, with a family re-
semblance category structure, this type of learning led to
the learning of the prototypical values, which in turn led
to higher performance on the single-feature classification
test. Experiment 3 addresses the locus of this effect in the
inference condition.In particular, is the prototypicalvalue
being learned when the feature is being queried, when the
features are presented alongwith the category labelor both?
In Experiments 1 and 2, as well as in Yamauchi and Mark-
man (1998), these two roles were confounded—all fea-
tureswere queriedsomeproportionof the timeand presented
the rest of the time. In this experiment,we separated these
roles to better understand learning in the inference condi-
tion. Half of the features were queried (each half the time),
and the other half of the features were always presented
(and never queried). The question of main interest is per-

formance on these queried versus presented features on
the single-feature classification test.

The most likelypossibility is that the feature value being
queried is better learned. One might predict this owing to
its distinctivenessor attentionalfocus (there is one queried
feature, but three presented features), or perhaps owing to
its being the generated response (with better learning
being due to something akin to the generation effect or to
the active processing of the feature). A second possibility
is that the presented feature might be better learned, be-
cause it is visuallypresented often with the category label,
whereas the queried feature is not seen along with the
label as often. In addition, any incorrectly generated an-
swers might make it harder to learn the queried feature.

Once we know which type of feature is learned better,
a secondary question is whether anything is being learned
about the other type. In the expectation that some learning
occurs, a classification group was included in order to
provide a comparison.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 30 undergraduates from the same

pool as in Experiments 1 and 2, with 20 in the inference-learning
condition and 10 in the classification-learning condition.

Materials and Procedure. The materials were the same as those
in Experiment 1, except that for the inference-learning condition,
half the subjects received cards querying the first or third features,
and half received cards querying the second or fourth features. To
have the same number of cards per block as in the classification-
learning condition, each of the cards were presented twice in each
block. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment 1.

Design . In addition to the between-subjects manipulation of
learning condition (classif ication vs. inference), this experiment
also included a within-subjects manipulation only within the infer-
ence condition for whether features were queried or presented.

Results and Discussion
The main question was whether the queried or pre-

sented features were more accuratelyclassified in thesingle-
feature test for the inference-learning condition. The re-
sults are presented in Table 5. The queried features led to
much more accurate classification [.89 vs. .68, t(19) =
3.10, p < .01] and greater confidence, [4.63 vs. 1.48;
t(19) = 4.75, p < .001]. Thus, it is the querying that leads
to better knowledge of the prototypical feature value, not
the presentation of the category label with the other fea-
ture values.

The queried features were classified well, significantly
better than the presented features and also more accurately
than the classification-learning condition (.69) [t(28) =
2.73, p < .05] and with higher confidence (1.99 in the
classification-learning condition) [t(28) = 3.00, p < .01].
The presented features were classified approximately the
same as in the classification-learning condition [both
ts(28) < 1]. Related to our second issue, note that the clas-
sification of single-feature tests for the presented features
in the inference conditionwas above chance [t(19) = 3.11,
p < .01]. Thus, the subjects were not focusing exclusively
on the category-predicted feature value relation, as hy-

Table 4
Experiment 2 Results on Full-Feature Tests for Old and

New Test Items: Accuracy Proportion and Mean Confidence
Scores (Excluding Prototypes)

Classification Learning Inference Learning
Condition Condition

Old Items
Accuracy .88 .73
Confidence 4.29 2.69

New Items
Accuracy .81 .72
Confidence 3.50 2.36

Note—Old items were seen during study.
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pothesizedby Yamauchi and Markman (1998). Classifica-
tion learners also classified the single-feature values at
above chance [t(9) = 7.07, p < .001].3

This experiment showed that the single-feature classi-
fication advantage for the inference-learning condition
was due to the feature values’ being queried. In addition,
the presented features showed some (though less) learning,
suggesting that there was not a total focus on the relation
between the category and the feature value being pre-
dicted.These results, though perhaps not counterintuitive,
are essential to better understand inference learning and
for developing theories about it.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Categories can be learned in various ways to serve a va-
riety of functions. Most research has examined category
learning by focusing on classification learning. The exper-
iments presented here extend our understandingof the cat-
egory representations formed from another common
means of category learning—that is, inference learningof
classified items. Classification learning requires learners
to be able to assign items to particular categories, so it fo-
cuses on what distinguishes the categories. Inference
learning requires learners to determine what feature might
occur for a partiallypresented item in a particularcategory;
thus it focuses on what items in that category are like. In
the present experiments,with a family resemblance struc-
ture for the categories, this led inference learners to learn
the prototypical feature values for each category.

Summary of Results
The present results generally support the idea that there

is a difference between the two types of category learning
and added to our understandingof inference learning.First,
as predicted by this view, in both Experiments 1 and 2, the
subjects in the inference-learning condition were much
more likely to assign single features to the category for
which they were prototypical features, indicating that the
subjects in this condition had learned better the prototyp-
ical value for each feature. However, the classification-
learning condition led to better full-feature test classifica-
tion (as in earlier studies), indicating that representation
differences resulting from learning conditions was quali-
tative, not quantitative. That is, the patterns relating

single-feature and full-feature tests were very different in
the two learning conditions. Importantly, these tests were
both classification tests, so it was not a matter of classifi-
cation learners performing better on classification tests
and inference learners performing better on inference tests.
This is the first direct evidence that inference learners are
learning the prototypical features, without a possible al-
ternative interpretationof transfer-appropriateprocessing.

Second, Experiment 2 furthered our understanding of
inference learning by testing whether there was any advan-
tage for studied items in comparison with equally good
category members (i.e., equally close to the prototype)
that had not been studied. A common finding in classifi-
cation learning, and also found in Experiment 2, is that
classification learners show an old-item advantage. This
finding suggests that classification learners’ representa-
tions include more than an overall simple summary repre-
sentation, such as some knowledge about particular exem-
plars or perhaps rules and exceptions.However, inference
learners showed no difference between old and new items.
There was no evidence that inference learning led to the
incorporationof any additional information about the cat-
egory beyond the prototypical values of the features.

Third, the inference task in Experiment 3 extended our
understanding about inference learning by separating out
two possiblesources of learning—the presented feature and
the queried feature. This experiment showed that the rea-
son for the inference-learning condition’s superiority on
the single-feature test was due to the better learning of the
queried features, the feature values having been predicted.
Even so, the presented features were learned somewhat, at
about the same level as in the classification-learning con-
dition (see Kersten, Goldstone,& Schaffert, 1998, for a dis-
cussion of attentional mechanisms in category learning).
These findings put strong constraints on theories of infer-
ence learning.

Category Learning and Category
Representation

The goal of the experiments reported here was to pro-
vide a better understanding of how inference learning af-
fects what is learnedabouta category. A variety of research
has shown that the different ways in which categories are
used can influence their representation (e.g., Boster &
Johnson, 1989; Medin et al., 1997). In addition, we may

Table 5
The Results of Experiment 3:

Accuracy Proportion and Mean Confidence Scores

Classification Inference Learning Condition

Learning Condition All Features Queried Features Presented Features

Single-Feature Test
Accuracy .69 .78 .89 .68
Confidence 1.99 3.05 4.63 1.48

Full-Feature Test
Accuracy .75 .70
Confidence 2.78 2.17
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learn categories in different ways related to their uses
(e.g., problem solving, inferences, explanations; see
Solomon et al., 1999, for review). These experiments pro-
vide further evidence that how a category is learned af-
fects how it is represented.

A main difference in category learningrelates to whether
learners are trying to distinguish the categories, for a task
such as classification,or whether they are focused on a par-
ticular category at a time and are trying to understand some
aspect of that single category, such as how to infer its fea-
tures.4 The claim is that these differences in learning focus
lead to differences in category representations. For classi-
fication, the evidence over the last 25 years is that the cat-
egory representation is greatly influenced by the goal of
classification—learners attend more to dimensions that
are more predictive of the category membership and de-
velop representations in order to efficiently classify (e.g.,
exemplars or other disjunctions, rules, etc., depending on
the category structure). The goal of inference learning is
not to distinguish categories, but to be able to infer the
missing feature value for an item from a particular cate-
gory. Notice that this task leads learners to think in terms
of each category—given the category and other feature
values,what feature value to infer. When the categorystruc-
ture is a family resemblance structure, this leads to a learn-
ingof the prototypicalvalues (i.e., given this category, what
is the most likely feature value?).

A different perspective on what might be learned from
this nonclassificationtypeof category learning can be seen
from some work in which people had to both learn to clas-
sify and learn to use the category, either to make an infer-
ence or to solve a problem (Ross, 1997). The featural
weighting in the category representation was a joint func-
tion of the predictiveness for classification and the impor-
tance for the use. The critical point is that the features that
were relevant to the inference were classified more accu-
rately than equally category-predictive features that were
not relevant to the inference. In the problem-solvingstudy,
learners were willing(in the absenceof other classification-
relevant information) to classify on the basis of use-relevant
features and relations even though these features and re-
lations had not been predictive of category membership
during learning (Ross, 1997, Experiment 7).

These earlier results, along with the present experiments,
show that the details of the learning required is likely to af-
fect the representation. This statement also suggests that
a careful analysis of the learning task and the material to
be learned is necessary for understanding what will be
learned. Different types of nonclassification category
learning will lead to differences in what is learned, as
some may require the learner to focus only on the category
or some small number of features (e.g., inference),whereas
others might require a more thorough examination of the
full set of features and their relations (e.g., explanation).
In addition, as the categories to be learned change, what
is learned from each task may as well. For example, for a
family resemblance structure, inference learning appears

to lead to learning the prototypical feature values, but if
the category structure has strong within-categorycorrela-
tions, these correlations may be learned (Chin-Parker &
Ross, in press; also see Yamauchi, Love, & Markman, in
press, for an examinationof what is learned with very dif-
ferent categories that are not linearly separable).

Implications for Classification Theories
The focus of this paper is to better understand inference

learning and the effect it has on the category representation.
As mentioned,most research on category learning has fo-
cused on classification,so it is worthwhile to ask what this
research might say about theories of classification. The
present experiments were designed to better understand
inference learning, not to refute classification theories,
but a few points can be made at a general level that might
help in one’s understanding this work and its place in the
field.To do this, it is helpful to separate the theoriesof clas-
sification learning from those of classification perfor-
mance.

Theories of classification learning are concerned with
how people learn to classify items and usually involve the
investigation of performance in an anticipation learning
paradigm (i.e., one in which subjects respond with a cate-
gory label for each item and then are given feedback).
These theories focus on what happens as a function of the
feedback, with changes in representations (such as feature
weights) usually occurring when there are errors (e.g.,
ALCOVE, Kruschke, 1992). If, however, people learn cat-
egories in multiple ways, there are two possible relations
between classification learning theories and these non-
classification types of learning. First, some modification
can be made so that these classification learning theories
can be applied to other types of category learning. Al-
though there are some important differences between
classification and inference learning, such a tact seems
possible—it is an empirical question as to how well this
will work as more data on inference learning becomes
available. Second, rather than modifying classification-
learning theories, it is possible that some unified models
that try to capture various types of category learning might
be able to account for both classification and inference
learning (e.g., Anderson, 1991, thoughsee Love & Medin,
2001; Yamauchi & Markman, 1998). Eventually, it will
also be important to be able to account for further types of
category learning, such as in problem solving.

Classification performance models (e.g., the context
model of Medin & Schaffer, 1978; the generalizedcontext
model of Nosofsky, 1988; the multiplicative prototype
model of Smith & Minda, 1998) assume a particular type
of representation (e.g., exemplars, prototypes) and ask if
this representation and the assumed processes can provide
a good account of the performance data (with fits to ap-
propriately weight features or dimensions). These models
do not have to assume anything about how categories are
learned, though most were originally developed to fit cat-
egories learned by classification. Rather, they address
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how a category representationmay be processed (e.g., fea-
tures combined) to account for classificationperformance.
The point is that once a category has been learned, one can
ask how it would perform across many different category-
related tasks such as inference, explanation,or classifica-
tion. There is no reason to believe that inference-learned
categories cannot be well fit by some classification perfor-
mance model. In fact, for the present family resemblance
structure, the hypothesis presented in this paper is that in-
ference learners develop a prototype structure, so pre-
sumably this could be fit well by a prototype model.5

The long-term goal is to account for how different types
of learning lead to different representations and how each
representation can be used to account for performance
across a variety of category-related tasks. Although there
is much understanding of classification performance, the
processes involved in most category-related tasks have re-
ceived much less investigation. However, there are some
current models that have attempted to look at a variety of
ways in which categories might be learned and have tried
to provide a unified account (Anderson, 1991; Love &
Medin, 2001).

Conclusion
In summary, how one learns a category affects the cat-

egory representation. Most studies of category learning
have examined classification learning, which tends to
promote learning of distinguishing feature values. Infer-
ence learning appears to promote examination of the in-
ternal structure of a category, focusing on what is com-
mon among the exemplars of each category. To understand
category learning requires one to understanddifferent ways
in which categories might be learned and the resulting rep-
resentations.
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NOTES

1. Throughout the paper, we refer to the classif ication of single fea-
tures as being “correct” when it is assigned to the category for which it
is a prototypical feature. It is true that no feature is perfectly predictive,
so perhaps subjects are not “incorrect,” but rather are trying to match the
probabilities of how often each feature was presented for each category.
We decided on calling it accuracy rather than consistency with the pro-
totypevalue because the test instructionsclearly asked the subjects to as-
sign the feature to the most likely category. Note, however, that even if
the subjects are doing some probability matching, one still needs to ex-
plain why classification learners consistently assign the feature to the
category for which it is a prototype feature less often than it actually oc-
curs, whereas inference learners consistently assign it that way more
often than it occurs. Also, the main interpretation of this finding is that
inference learners had learned better the prototypical value for each cat-
egory, and this interpretation seems fair from either way of viewing the
single-feature test performance.

2. Although the classification difference is small and the tiny infer-
ence difference is in the same direction, two further aspects of the data
suggest that these may be accurate depictions. First, 5 subjects in the
classification conditionwere correct on all full-feature tests, attenuating
any possible old–new differences by ceiling effects. If these subjects are
excluded, the proportionscorrect for old and new items are .84 versus .75
[t (14) = 1.89, p < .05], and the confidence scores are 4.26 versus 2.95
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[t (14) = 2.51, p < .05]. Of these 15 remaining subjects, 12 showed an ad-
vantage for the old items. (For the inference condition, only 2 subjects
had all full-feature tests correct, and both ts are still less than 1.) Second,
lookingat all the data of the inference condition,1 subject showed a very
large advantage for old items. Excluding this subject erases the small
difference, with new items now showing a slight advantage (.01), and
the confidence advantage for old items is reduced by almost half (to .18
on a 1 to 7 scale). Thus, it seems that the classification learners did show
an advantage for old items during the classification test, whereas infer-
ence learners did not.

3. As can be seen in Table 5, the general pattern of Experiments 1 and
2 was replicated. However, the effects were not always significant due to
our collapsing over the queried-presented manipulation, which led to
very different scores. Looking at the classification versus the overall in-
ference performance for the full-feature and single-feature tests, there
was a marginal interaction for accuracy [t(28) = 1.79, p < .10] and a sig-
nificant interaction with confidence scores [t(28) = 2.13, p < .05]. The
single-feature test advantage for inference learners was in the same di-
rection as in Experiment 1, but not significant for accuracy [t(28) = 1.51,
p < .15] or confidence [t(28) = 1.76, p < .10]. The full-feature tests
showed only a small advantage for classification learning in accuracy,
.75 versus .70, and in confidence, 2.78versus 2.17 [both ts(28) < 1]. How-
ever, one can separate the inference learning full-feature tests into ones
in which both queried features were consistent with the category (i.e.,

one for Project X) and ones in which one queried feature was inconsis-
tent, and consistent full-feature tests led to better performance. The ac-
curacy difference of .75 versus .65, for the consistent and inconsistent
tests, respectively, was not significant [t(19) = 1.63, p < .15], but the con-
fidence difference of 4.13 versus 2.91 was [t(19) = 3.25, p < .01]. Per-
formance on the prototypes was high and showed a similar small advan-
tage for the classification learning condition, .95 versus .88.

4. Of course, many (all?) tasks probably do some of both, but the point
is that different tasks focus on these processes differently.

5. There is some uncertainty about how inference learners make clas-
sification judgments. It is interesting how poorly the inference learners
performed on the full-feature classification tests even though they could
classify single features so well. Particularly surprising was the very high
single-feature accuracy in Experiment 2 (.92) coupled with mediocre
full-feature test accuracy (.73, without the prototypes).One simple view
for responding if one knows the prototypical values is to go with a ma-
jority (say three of five in Experiment 2). Assuming independence of
features, this model grossly overpredicts the accuracy in the full-feature
tests (.97). (This model does better in Experiment 1, but still overpredicts
the observed .72 by .07.)

(Manuscript received July 27, 2000;
revision accepted for publication October 17, 2001.)
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